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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the stablhty of discrete numerical solutions of strongly coupled muted partial dlf- 
ferentlal systems constructed by means of fin&e difference schemes 1s closely related to the con- 
vergence of certain matrices [l] Dealing with systems of the type ut - Auzz - Bu = 0, where A, 
B are complex matrices m C”‘” and u 1s a vector m UY, the stablhty of the involved difference 
schemes 1s expressed m terms of the convergence of the matrix 
L(r) = 1 -T (c?A - p2B), (1) 
where CX, p are fixed posltlve numbers, and T 1s a posltlve parameter We recall that a matrix P 
m Ccsxs 1s said to be convergent if the sequence {Pn}nl~ converges to the zero matrix m UYx” 
If we denote by CT(P) the set of all the elgenvalues of P, and p(P) = max{lzl, z E o(P)}, by 
[2, p 251, the matrix P IS convergent if and only if p(P) < 1 This paper deals with the study 
of sufficient condltlons on matrices A and B so that for small enough values of the parameter T 
the matruc L(r) defined by (1) 1s convergent If Q lies m Caxs, we denote by QH its conJugate 
transpose If Q = QH, then Q 1s called Hermltmn and m this case, we denote by X,,,(Q) the 
smallest of the real elgenvalues of Q and X,,(Q) 
2. ON CONVERGENT 
Note that L(r) = I- (r/f?2)((ap)2A-i?) where 
[3, p 5691 It follows that 
= max{z, z E c(Q)} 
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& = p4B and by the spectral mappzng theorem 
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If z lies m a((c~@)~A - II?), then 
11-$12= (1-~Re(z))2+(-~Im(*))2=If$~z~2-~Re(a) (3) 
By (2),(3) the matrix L(r) is convergent if 
Re(z) > 0 and L < 2Re(z) - 
P2 M2 ’ 
for all z E CY ((cuP)~A - @) (4) 
















(c@)~A - i? = [(cQ)~A~ - &] + z [(c@)~A, - B2] 
By the Bromwlch Theorem [4, p 3891 it follows that 
A,,, ((Q)2A1 - 81) I R+) I A,,, ((c@)~A~ - &) , 
h,,, ((d)2& - &) F: I&) 5 Lax ((c@)~& - 82) , 
z E c ((c@)~A - B) 
(6) 
(7) 
By Theorem 3 14 of [5, p 251 it follows that 
x IINn ((cQ)~A~ - 81) L A,,, (-&) + (W2kn(A1) = (~@)~k~(A1) - A,, @) , 63) 
and by (7),(8) one gets 
mm { Re(z), z E c ((c@)~A - B) } 2 (QP)~L,(A~) - LW (&) 
Under the hypotheses 
x > 0, for all x E a(Al) and Y < 0, for ally E g & , ( > 
by (9) it follows that 
Re(z) > 0, for all z E 0 ((c@)~A - fi) 





zG&&-ii) -w- = 
2 mm { Re(a), z E g ((c@)~A - I?)} 
max { 1zj2, z E 0 ((c~p)~A - a)} 
By (11) and (12), condltlon (4) IS satisfied if 
(12) 
L < 2mm {Re(z), L E ~7 ((c~p)~A - l?)} 
p2 max { 1z12, z E CT ((c@)2A - 8)} 
By [6, p 2461, If we denote a(A,) = {&(A,), 1 53 I s}, a = 1,2, and 
G3(2) = {z E cc, 1~ - (aN2~,(A,)I < P (&)} = D (W2X3(Az),p (&)) ,
(13) 
It follows that 
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g ((d3)2R - Ba) c (j G&), llz<2 
j=l 
Hence, 
x max ((c~?)~Az - B,) L (M2Xn&Az) + P @i) , 
,md by (7),( 15) one gets 
1 5 2 I 2, (15) 
Re(z) I (c@)~&~x (Al)+@) 9 z E (T ((cQ)~A - fi), 
Im(a) I (cU~)~A,~, (A2)+ P (Bz), 2 E u ((cxP)~A - fi), 
1z12 5 ((uP)~X,,,(A~)+P(~~))~ + ((N3~2Xmax(A2) + P (i32))2, .z E +d2A - fi) 
BY (4)1 (9L (13), and (18) one concludes that L(r) 1s convergent If 
r< 
2P2 [(~3)~hmn(A1) - Anax (&)] 
[(~@)~X,,ax(&) + P (&)]2 +[W)2X,ax&) + P @)I2 
Takmg into account that B = p4B, condltlon (19) can be expressed m the form 
2P2 [(c@)~&,,,,(A~) - P4Lax(B~)] 
’ < [(cxP)~X,,,(AI) + P4p(&)]2 + [(ap)2&,ax(A2) + P4dW2 
or 
2 [cY~X~,&%) - P2k,(B1)] 
’ < [a2X,&A1) + P2p(BJ2 + [~~&a&42> + P2@2)12 








THEOREM 2 1 Let CY, p be nonzero real numbers and r > 0, let A,B be matrxes m Csxs such 
that IfBl = (B + BH)/2, Al = (A + AH)/2, Bz = (B - BH)/22, A2 = (A - AH)/22 one satisfies 
CC > 0, for all 2 m a(A1) and y IO, for ally m cT(B1) (21) 
Then for small enough values of r so that (20) holds true, the matrx L(r) = I - r(a2A - p2B) 
IS convergent 
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